Introduction
Most Information Visualisations have been developed in an ad hoc manner. To overcome this, we have proposed an architecture that formalises the structure of Information Visualisations. By using this architecture, software developers will bene t from the use of tools that support this approach, and from the increased potential to reuse parts of visualisations built under the architecture. We have embodied this architecture in a software environment, GOVE (GrammarOriented Visualisation Environment) 7], that can be used to develop Relational Information Visualisations | visualisations that deal speci cally with the entities and relationships found in the information source (which is currently limited to static, textual sources), usually presenting them as a graph. This form of Information Visualisation is very common, and accounts for much of the work in the eld 1, 8]. We propose an architecture which subdivides these parts into six modules, as outlined in Fig. 1 . Together, these form a data ow pipeline, which accepts an information source as input, and produces a visualisation as output. Unlike many systems, GOVE incorporates the process of obtaining relational informationfrom the (textual) source.
Each module performs a speci c task, and is made up of two logical components: General Functionality (the underlying engine for that module's part of the visualisation process), and Application Speci c Data (the de nitions that tailor a module to a speci c visualisation). The interfaces between neighbouring modules are de ned to allow modules from one visualisation to be inserted into the same position in another visualisation, greatly increasing the potential for reuse.
3 Modules GOVE presents its user with an explicit visual representation of the Information Visualisation pipeline they are developing. A simple pipeline to visualise a graph description le is given in Fig. 2 . The user interacts with this pipeline, supplying the application-speci c data through a set of form-based interfaces (see Fig. 3 ), then instructing GOVE to build and execute the pipeline of modules to perform the visualisation. Layout (Global Attribute Mapping): applies the user's choice of layout algorithm 1] to assign positions to the nodes. GOVE has support for threedimensional graph drawing, with an increasing set of layout algorithms.
Rendering: converts the resulting graph to the desired format for storage or viewing. The two visualisations resulting from the pipeline in Fig. 2 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (two-and three-dimensional spring layout respectively). As shown in Fig. 2 , GOVE can develop pipelines that branch to produce multiple layouts of the same Combinatorial Model. The same principle can be applied to any stage of the pipeline. Fig. 7 shows a pipeline that visualises the naming scope and procedure calls in a pseudo-pascal source le.
In addition to the spring algorithms shown in Figs. 5 and 6, GOVE currently supports a three-dimensional DAG algorithm 2] shown in Fig. 8 . 4 Future Improvements GOVE is currently undergoing redevelopment. Some of the possible improvements include: the use of diagrammatic interfaces; interpreted modules to speedup development; more speci c/e cient Combinatorial Models; and many useful layouts algorithms. Allowing interaction with the resulting visualisations is also desirable | simply manipulating the output is easy, while supporting feedback to the information source is much more di cult.
